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In the era of big data, with the breakthrough of deep learning technology, 
artificial intelligence has been applied to various fields. Artificial intelligence is not 
only the object which Internet-led industry to chase with, but also the focus of public 
policy around the world. Despite expand the cultural market, works created using 
Artificial Intelligence has caused great impact on the traditional intellectual property 
system, especially the copyright system. In recent years, a range of issues arises such 
as copyrightable and rights attribution of works created using Artificial Intelligence, 
and there are several attempts try to incorporate works created using Artificial 
Intelligence into copyright protection system in the form of legal provision. China, as 
an artificial intelligence power, has not yet responded to the impact of artificial 
intelligence and its creations. On the basis of an introduction to the development of 
the artificial intelligence technology and the very essences of artificial intelligence, 
this article will explore the copyrightable of artificial intelligence creations. Combine 
with the legislation and judicial practice of artificial intelligence creations in some 
countries and international organizations, this research has put forward some 
preliminary discussions and recommendations about the necessity and measures on 
the protection of artificial intelligence creations with the principle of technical 
neutrality and industrial promotion. This article has three parts: introduction, main 
body and conclusions, the main body contained four chapters.  
The first chapter is "the raise of the question". This part introduces the definition, 
classification and development of artificial intelligence firstly. After clarifying the 
concept of artificial intelligence, the process of the creation of artificial intelligence 
and the very essence of the creations are briefly described. On this basis of the 
aforementioned content, the issues of intellectual property rights which artificial 
intelligence and its creation faced are summarized, and the corresponding response to 














The second chapter is "the copyright research of artificial intelligence creations 
abroad". This chapter has introduced the legislative activities of developed countries 
such as the United Kingdom, the United States and Japan, in order to provide some 
useful experience for our country. 
Chapter three is "the necessity of the protection of artificial intelligence 
creations". This chapter has discussed the necessity of the protection of artificial 
intelligence creations in the view of the incentive theory of utilitarianism, market 
valuation and interest balance theory. 
The fourth chapter is "the legislative proposal of the protection of artificial 
intelligence creations in China". Combined with legislative proposals and academic 
views in various countries, some efforts has made to raise some specific 
recommendations about protection pattern, right attribution and protection period. 
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